
  
Time:  19:05 pm - 20:33 

Date:  Monday 30th July 2018 

Venue: The Chapel, 48 Chapel Street, London, NW1 5DP 

Present: Brenda McKernun, Daska Barnett, Dhruve Patel,  Elisa De 
Rossi, John Hopcroft, Kanti Fatania, Michael Hawkins, Nimesh Modi, 
Panos Nicolau (PN), Praful Shah, Said Aghbozorg (SA), Sajid Patel, 
Sam Schweiki (SS), Shafquet Mohamed, Sheena Patel, Vesna Drazic, 
Viren Jani, Samil Patel, Richard Wittington (RW) 

Apologies: Salvatore Camilleri, Jayshree Vasani 

Meeting Minutes 

1. Vice-Chairman’s Report: Glaucoma Part 2 (practical) MECS train-
ing: 10th September in the evening. Priority will be given to prac-
tices that are registered to deliver the service. Anyone attending, 
must have completed Glaucoma part 1, one week before Part 2 is 
due to be delivered. Moreover, cataract certificates must be up-
loaded before that. There is no charge for this training. If needed, 
you could email SS for a code to then have access to do the 
cataract and glaucoma part 1 online. We might arrange another 
MECS and Glaucoma training in the future. We will require leaflets 
for MECs for cataract, glaucoma etc. An idea can be to put them on 
the website too. We will wait until LOCSU does theirs first Logo 
and then we will have a similar done. SS’s practice visits to be dis-
cussed at the next meeting.  

2.Chairman’s Report: MECS is live. RW has already discussed with 
Oliver (PI consultant). We are still behind the rest of the country 
but the reason is because in London there are so many other busi-
nesses that compete against each other. This launch is technically 
just a trial and only lasting one year. It’s only for Westminster prac-
tices GPs (the patient needs to be registered with one of those). SS 
added that this service will be reviewed in one week, then every 
fortnight. However, since participants require support, we will re-
view the service in the LOC meetings. PN answered questions from 
attendants about: 



- the head agreement, which is the main contract. PN to find out if 
it was attached to or needed to be downloaded separately  from 
the original email with the contact to be signed.  

- management charge, which is £4.50 admin charge that Webstar 
charges and it has already been deducted in the price list supplied 
to practices. The CCGs are paying £10k for the administration of 
this system. Webster will pay every practice automatically. 

- Period of termination from the practice.   
- If there is a minimum of appointments. There isn’t, as a practice 

signs up but doesn’t have to provide the service if not able to (due 
to facilities or staff). In these cases they would find an alternative 
practice participating within the scheme or refer accordingly. 

- Scheme to monitor glaucoma. At the moment there isn’t one.  

RW explained what has happened around the country so far. Now 
there is only one LOC company In the North they have merged into 
one whole company (apart from a small area near Yorkshire). The 
South also formed themselves into one primary eye care company, 
bigger geographically than the North. It was suggested North and 
South primary eye care to start working together. Basically, what we 
have is the emerging of a national primary eye care company. It is 
therefore sensible that London joins this national company.  There 
will be an application for directors and we will put forward a set of 
8 directors. This board will meet 4 times a year, they will not do any 
other work. Management will change too. RW also clarified that the 
aim of a primary eye care company is to maximise the profits to 
drive down costs to administrate.  

Vote for becoming a whole big company:  17/17 - unanimous 

Website needs to include a list of GPs and the contact details of each 
practice that has signed up to deliver the service.   

3. Treasurer's report: discussed (see attached sheets). The over 
payment that we received last year has gone back to NHS. 2 
WOPEC EVENTs this year cost £3000 each event. SA asked if the CT 
payment for the 2016-17 circle has been finalised by Capita yet. 
This questions is for Salvatore directly. 

4.Dates of next meetings till end of 2018: 
Monday 24/09 
Monday 03/12 - Christmas Dinner 
Monday 28/01 


